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Who Was Charles F. Haanel?

Most well-known as the author of the personal development classic *The Master Key System*, in his time Mr. Haanel wrote no less than five books, owned thriving businesses, and left a lasting impression that would be felt for many generations after his death.

He was a businessman, a leader, a philosopher, and a visionary.

To learn more about Charles F. Haanel, visit his official website at [www.haanel.com](http://www.haanel.com).
The 10 Most Inspiring Quotes of Charles F. Haanel
We must “be” before we can “do,” and we can “do” only to the extent which we “are,” and what we “are” depends upon what we “think.”

From *The Master Key System*
There is success, fame, and glory at the top, for the reason that few arrive to possess the abundance. There is room for you there. There is wealth for you there. There is glory for you there.

From *The New Psychology*
There is a world within – a world of thought and feeling and power; of light and life and beauty; and, although invisible, its forces are mighty.

From *The Master Key System*
Thought is force. There are but two things in the universe: Force and Form. When we realize that we possess this and direct it and by it act on the forces and forms in the objective world, we shall have made our first experiment in mental chemistry.

From Mental Chemistry
The finer forces of nature may be dormant in you, but if so they are awaiting the call. The door is there—the lock is awaiting the key. The key is that knowledge you possess that will open the combination lock of the Cosmic Safe Deposit in which are stored many kinds of treasure. You by knowledge are to become the dweller in a mansion of your own choice where Peace and Happiness prevail.

From *The Amazing Secrets of the Yogi*
Combine proper, intelligent, well-born emotion with an idea and it is like combining energy to mass – it goes forth with direction and force to bless the world with its goods.

From *A Book About You*
The Master Mind is within your body and soul, yet interpenetrating both. It is the Grand Man – the God Man – of each of us. It is the same in all human beings and is what is familiarly called the "I AM."

From *The New Psychology*
The Law of Love is a piece of pure science and the oldest and simplest form of Love is the elective affinity of two differing cells. Above all laws in the Law of Love, for Love is life.

From *Master Key Arcana*
Unfortunately, there are many who do not seem to know that beauty, health, longevity, success, and even the ability to make money are the result of the proper expression of the life forces. Life is expression, not repression.

From *The Garden of Eden and the Sex Problem*
You must first have the knowledge of your power; second, the courage to dare; third, the faith to do.

From *The Master Key System*
Learn the Secrets of History's Greatest Geniuses...and UNLOCK Your Personal Storehouse of Treasure and Resources

We hope that we have informed and inspired you with this selection of quotes from the “Man Who Unlocked the World,” Charles F. Haanel. We wish you the best of everything in everything that you do.

If you would like to further explore Charles F. Haanel and his philosophy of success, then you should consider unlocking Charles F. Haanel’s Complete Master Key Course today.

Imagine that you are no longer a play-thing of fate and circumstances.
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Imagine that you are the captain of your destiny.

Imagine that the “times” no longer dictate terms to you, that you take advantage of the times in which you’re living and that you thrive – no matter what!

Imagine that your life is full and rewarding and that you are admired and respected because of who you are and what you do.

The knowledge, wisdom, and methods in Charles F. Haanel’s Complete Master Key Course will help you accomplish all of that.

Charles F. Haanel’s Complete Master Key Course has everything you need to learn how to harness your amazing potential and turn it into attaining your goals and dreams.

Charles F. Haanel’s Complete Master Key Course has everything you need to tap into the very same resource that created massive fortunes, built empires, and even changed the world!
In this 1,000+ page collection of insights and wisdom, Mr. Haanel reveals things like…

• how you can earn what you are truly worth …
• how you can look forward to each day with renewed vigor and energy …
• how you can solve the problems in your life with ease …
• how you can become fearless …
• how you can have people respond to you positively …
• and how to free your mind of worry and doubt.

In the process, you will learn how these people (many of whom you probably heard) attained what they did…

✿ Steve Jobs, who began life as an orphan, started Apple Computers from his adopted parents' garage. Today that company is worth over $400 billion dollars!
Howard Hughes, born to a well-off family, didn't want to follow in the family business because he had ideas of his own: He wanted to design and fly planes. His ideas made him one of the wealthiest men of his time.

Richard Branson was born in a hospital for children with special needs. Since then, he's founded over a hundred different companies under the Virgin name, he's circumnavigated the globe in a hot air balloon, and soon he will be providing trips into space with Virgin Galactic!

Ray Kroc, a lowly milk shaker machine salesman, didn't invent McDonald's, but he had the idea – the idea – that would make it a multi-billion dollar, international restaurant phenomenon.

George Lucas, an unknown film-maker from California wanted to make a "space opera." In 1977, Star Wars was born.
Harland David Sanders, better known as Colonel Sanders, was past the age of retirement and practically broke when he pursued his idea of making fried chicken with "eleven secret herbs and spices."

Mark Zuckerberg saw that people wanted to socialize online and he had an idea to make that possible. From his college dorm room he started Facebook.

With Charles F. Haanel’s Complete Master Key Course, you will not only possess the keys to true success, you will also know which keys unlock which doors!

Success, however you choose to define it, is possible. It is not something that is reserved only for “them.” Every day, people just like you are moving toward and attaining incredible successes in all areas and fields of life.

Now is the time to claim your very own fine estate.

Now is the time to make your mark.
Now is the time to take possession of what is rightfully yours!

In *The Master Key System*, Charles F. Haanel wrote

> You must first have the knowledge of your power; second, the courage to dare; third, the faith to do.

Charles F. Haanel’s Complete Master Key Course will give you the knowledge of your power. That, in turn, will produce within you the courage to dare – to dream big and aim high. All that’s left is for you to do.

And you will.

You can – and will – do great things.

**UNLOCK NOW!**

*with Charles F. Haanel’s Complete Master Key Course.*
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About Kallisti Publishing

Kallisti Publishing – “The Books You Need to Succeed” – makes books written by the most daring and insightful thinkers and leaders. Our books will inspire you to stretch, will impel you to attain more, and will illuminate you with methods and wisdom. Our unique books are published and sold world-wide, bringing the “best of everything” to you wherever you are. Success is Beautiful: Read Beautiful and Be Beautiful! For more information, visit www.KallistiPublishing.com.